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Features Technical Specifications (Bora)

· Four-level adjustable electric powered bed and 
double electrically driven compass lifting system. 
Lifting range 24-84 cm to avoid injuries due to falls 
from the bed. The bed is movable at any height.

· High bed stability due to the length of the trolley 
and the double compass lifting system.

· HPL frame with dual regression prevents pres-
sure ulcers (PU). The combined regression (14 
cm) both in the chest and thigh sections relieves 
pressure on the abdominal and sacral areas re-
spectively, preventing the formation of PU's for 
long-stay patients.

· 15º and 16º TR/ATR respectively, with horizontali-
ty sensor at any height.

· Four 100 mm. double faired castors with simulta-
neous braking by means of a central lever. Swiv-
elling position.

· Telescopic aluminium/wooden split side rails cov-
ering the full bed base length with quick release 
mechanism. No middle gap nor middle post. They 
provide different degrees of mobility assistance 
and safety for the user. Safe exit version also 
available.

· IPX6 protection linear drives ensuring a higher 
protection level than a standard motor in terms of 
liquids penetration that might damage the motor.

· Lockable backlit remote control with pre-pro-
grammed positions (cardiac chair and CPR).

· In any of its configurations Bora bed is built ac-
cording to the IEC 60601-2-52 standard.

Total length incl. headboard 
and footboard

Total length incl. headboard 
and footboard (BoraMed)

Total width incl. continuous / 
telescopic side rails

Total width incl. tube side rails

Height in low position

Height in upper position

Trendelenburg / 

Reverse trendelenburg

Maximum patient weight

Maximum Safe Working Load 
(SWL)

2040 mm. ± 10 mm.

2130 mm. ± 10 mm.

1020 mm. ± 10 mm.

1010 mm. ± 10 mm.

240 mm. ± 10 mm.

840 mm. ± 10 mm.

15º / 16º ± 1º.

180 kg.

270 kg.
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BED EXIT STOP

Automatic intermediate stop for transfer posi-
tion. The upper rail helps the user sitting up by 
providing a stable hold while getting out of bed.

TOP SIDE RAIL

Top side rail aligned with the chest section to ease 
the patient into the bed.

GUARDING

The split side rails provide the user with differ-
ent degrees of protection, adapting at all times 
to his or her individual mobility and ability. They 
offer full protection covering the entire length of 
the bed base and a higher position.

Features (1)

Double castors 100 mm 

Simultaneous braking lever and 
swivelling wheel

Remote control with locking key

Telescopic split rails. 

HPL bed base

PARTIAL GUARDING - SAFE MOBILISATION:

The double height of the side rails allows choosing 
the required protection level in each situation.

Side rails are intended to make the patient aware of 
the bed's edges, but they are not considered to be a 
restraint device in themselves.

Antibacteria
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204 cm 
Headboard / 

footboard incl.

102 cm
with side rails

24 / 44 / 84 Trend. 15º
Reverse trend. 16º

180 Kg.
MPW

270 Kg.
SWL

72 / 20 /
37´5 / 50´5 (cm)

102 180 270204

kg
kg

CPR Cardiac  
chair
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